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THIS WEEK: GRADY REED
Prior to starting the
Creative Cookbook
Company in 1997,
Grady Reed served as a
missionary in the
GWEMBE VALLEY
in Zambia. His current
focus is on raising
money to assist the
people in that area.
Here is what Grady
wants you to know:
I've chosen to help
these CiTonga People with Clean Water Filters ($50 each)
because they're inexpensive, light & easy to transport, and
very effective in removing bilharzia, e-coli, salmonella,
giardia, & other bacteria from polluted water. About half
the little kids in the Gwembe Valley die from drinking
polluted water.
On July 12th, Grady will be traveling to Zambia with as
many filters as possible. Over the next two weeks, he will
teach the local people how to use, clean, & maintain the
filters. Each Waves for Water filter will purify water for
15-20 people a day and they should last 5-10 years.
Grady’s goal is to bring clean water to the region and give
the CiTonga people a better quality of life.

Elizabeth Mullender gave us an overview of
Clara Baldwin Stocker Home. As a direct
decendant of Lucky Baldwin, she also
provided an insider’s look into her ancestors
history.
Linda Logan also made a presentation about
Field of Valor which began with Linda noting
that Gordon Browning initially inspired her
to find ways to help our veterans. For those
who don’t remember or were not yet in
Covina Rotary, Gordon and Dan Banh cochaired a committee in which they gathered
things to send various troops we sponsored
in Afghanistan and Iraq. Those packages
went out on a regular basis and included
everything from toilet paper to cookies.

IT IS ALMOST SUMMER. DO IT
ROTARIAN STYLE!
International Conventions for Jon in 2014 & Andy in 2015

Kick outs for Tricia in 2014 and Jon in 2015

Jon Teran searching for Rotarians in the Australian surf
and Shirley following their trail in Wyoming last summer.

